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The theoryThe theory

U(N) x U(N) gauge theory with U(N) x U(N) gauge theory with bifundamentalbifundamental

fields in 2+1 dimensions.fields in 2+1 dimensions.

Field contentField content

gauge fieldsgauge fields

matter fieldsmatter fields

+ complex conjugates+ complex conjugates
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No kinetic term for the gauge fields, onlyNo kinetic term for the gauge fields, only

ChernChern--Simons termsSimons terms

Scale invariant   Scale invariant   ((ChernChern Simons naturallySimons naturally scale invariant)scale invariant)

SO(6) = SU(4) symmetric SO(6) = SU(4) symmetric 
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Why does it have Why does it have !"!"=6 SUSY ?=6 SUSY ?

•• Start with the Start with the !"!"=3 theory with this matter content and =3 theory with this matter content and 

susysusy

•• In In !"!"=2 notation the =2 notation the superpotentialsuperpotential is the same as in the is the same as in the 

KlebanovKlebanov WittenWitten theory theory 

•• Has SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry that does not commute Has SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry that does not commute 
with SO(3) of with SO(3) of !"!"=3=3

•• Thus we have SU(4) RThus we have SU(4) R--symmetry symmetry !! !"!"=6=6
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BennaBenna KlebanovKlebanov KloseKlose SmedbackSmedback. . BandresBandres, Epstein, Schwarz. , Epstein, Schwarz. SchnablSchnabl, , TachikawaTachikawa. . 

ZupnikZupnik KhetseliusKhetselius Kao  Kao  GaiottoGaiotto YinYin

!"!"=4 : =4 : GaiottoGaiotto WittenWitten (Lin & JM)(Lin & JM)
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Relation to M2 Relation to M2 branesbranes

•• Start with a Start with a branebrane construction of an construction of an !"!"=3 =3 

U(N)xU(NU(N)xU(N)  Yang)  Yang--MillsMills--ChernChern--Simons Simons 

theory with the same matter fields. theory with the same matter fields. 

•• Relate it to M2 Relate it to M2 branesbranes probing a particular probing a particular 

88--dimensional manifold. dimensional manifold. 

•• Take the IR limitTake the IR limit

•• Get that Get that 5% " 2%34(
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In more detailIn more detail

N D3N D3

NS 5 NS 5 branebrane !"!"=4  Yang Mills  =4  Yang Mills  

+ + bifundamentalbifundamental hyperhyper

N D3N D3

(1,k) 5 (1,k) 5 branebrane

rotatedrotated
(1,0) (1,0) 

5 5 branebrane

!"!"=3  Yang Mills CS=3  Yang Mills CS

+ + bifundamentalbifundamental hyperhyper

TT--duality along the circle and lift to Mduality along the circle and lift to M--theorytheory

The 5 The 5 branesbranes become KK monopoles in Mbecome KK monopoles in M--theory. theory. 

We get a space XWe get a space X8 8 which contains two intersecting which contains two intersecting 

KK monopoles.  KK monopoles.  

These are called These are called ““ToricToric HyperkahlerHyperkahler ManifoldsManifolds””. . 
GauntlettGauntlett, Gibbons, , Gibbons, PapadopulosPapadopulos, Townsend, Townsend

CS: mass to fields in the vector CS: mass to fields in the vector multipletmultiplet

IR limit IR limit 

singularitysingularity

6%34(

5%
!"!"=6  conformal CS=6  conformal CS

matter theorymatter theory

M2 M2 branesbranes at theat the

singularity. singularity. 

Locally the space preservesLocally the space preserves

more more susysusy. . 
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•• Coupling constant  ~  1/k Coupling constant  ~  1/k 

•• kk!! !! is the weak coupling limitis the weak coupling limit

•• There is a There is a ‘‘t t HooftHooft limit, N limit, N !!!!, , ""=N/k fixed.=N/k fixed.

•• Field theory Field theory ModuliModuli space:                            space:                            

•• Same as N M2 Same as N M2 branesbranes probingprobing

•• For k=1,2 it is SO(8) invariant and the theory For k=1,2 it is SO(8) invariant and the theory 

should have should have NN=8 =8 susysusy. . 

•• For N=2 and gauge group SU(2)xSU(2) the For N=2 and gauge group SU(2)xSU(2) the 
theory has theory has !"!"=8 and it coincides with the Bagger=8 and it coincides with the Bagger--

LambertLambert--GustavssonGustavsson theory theory 

89: $ 6%34(&
,

6%34(

Gravity dualGravity dual

;<8& % 6
'34( N units of flux of FN units of flux of F44

k  large k  large 

;<8& % #7
! N units of flux of FN units of flux of F44

k  units of flux of Fk  units of flux of F2  2  on CPon CP11 in CPin CP33

2$

8$-
& 9#.$ &

"
%

*

Weakly coupled string theory. Weakly coupled string theory. 

We can vary the We can vary the ‘‘t t HooftHooft coupling between the coupling between the perturbativeperturbative

gauge theory regime  ( gauge theory regime  ( "" <<1) and the gravity regime (<<1) and the gravity regime ("" >> 1). >> 1). 

Nilsson PopeNilsson Pope
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Thermal free energyThermal free energy
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Like the Like the !! of  of  !"!"=4 SYM=4 SYM

Spectrum of operatorsSpectrum of operators

+,,##!##! ! ! ! /

+,,!#0+!/00 ! ! ! /

Operators with Operators with ‘‘t t HooftHooft operators. operators. 

8$ Magnetic flux on this twoMagnetic flux on this two--spheresphere

1 unit of magnetic flux 1 unit of magnetic flux !! k units of k units of 

baryon charge. Insert also k Cbaryon charge. Insert also k CII fieldsfields

= & +##
(

BorokhovBorokhov

KapustinKapustin

WuWu

Carry U(1)Carry U(1)b b chargecharge
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KaluzaKaluza Klein modes on Klein modes on 

SS7 7 with no momentum alongwith no momentum along

the 11the 11thth direction. direction. 

Ordinary string states in the Ordinary string states in the 

IIA description. IIA description. 

= & +##
(

Modes with momentum inModes with momentum in

the 11the 11thth direction. direction. 

D0 D0 branesbranes in the IIA descriptionin the IIA description

+,,##!##! ! ! ! /

+,,!#0+!/00 ! ! ! /

k=1,2k=1,2

Extra symmetries.Extra symmetries.

Look at the scalars in the current Look at the scalars in the current supermultipletsupermultiplet. . 

Ordinary SU(4)Ordinary SU(4)

Dimension 1 fields Dimension 1 fields !! dimension 2dimension 2

currentscurrents!! Conserved currentsConserved currents(Only for k=1,2)(Only for k=1,2) WittenWitten

For k=1For k=1 +#" dimension dimension "" !! free fieldfree field

center of mass motioncenter of mass motion

Analogy: Analogy: 

Compact boson in 2d at a specific radius Compact boson in 2d at a specific radius !! SU(2)SU(2)22 symmetry.symmetry.
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Integrability?
•• Is this another example of an Is this another example of an integrableintegrable gauge/string theory? gauge/string theory? 

Conjectured exact phaseConjectured exact phase

vacuum vacuum 

unbroken symmetriesunbroken symmetries

dispersion relationdispersion relation

GromovGromov VieiraVieira

NishiokaNishioka, , TakayanagiTakayanagi, , MinahanMinahan, , ZaremboZarembo, , GaiottoGaiotto, , GombiGombi, Yin, Yin, , ArutyunovArutyunov FrolovFrolov

StefanskiStefanski FreFre GrassiGrassi DD’’AuriaAuria TrigianteTrigiante AstolfiAstolfi GiangrecoGiangreco GrignaniGrignani HarmarkHarmark OrselliOrselli

PulettiPuletti Chen Wu Chen Wu McLoughlinMcLoughlin RoibanRoiban AldayAlday BykovBykov KrishnanAhnKrishnanAhn, , NepomechieNepomechie BakBak ReyRey
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Generalizations

-- U(N)U(N)kk x U(M)x U(M)--kk N >M N >M 

Discrete Wilson lines of CDiscrete Wilson lines of C33 fieldfield

(Torsion F(Torsion F4 4 flux )flux )
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Theory does not exist if NTheory does not exist if N--M > kM > k

-- O(2N)O(2N)2k2k x USp(2N)x USp(2N)--kk

!"!"=5 =5 susysusy . . 

Extra Extra orbifoldorbifold in  Min  M--theory  theory  DDkk

OrientifoldOrientifold of IIA theoryof IIA theory

AharonyAharony

BergmanBergman

JafferisJafferis
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•• Massive deformationsMassive deformations

•• More general quiversMore general quivers

•• Squashed SSquashed S77

•• Flows to deformed SFlows to deformed S7 7 with SU(3) symmetry   with SU(3) symmetry   (add (add ‘‘t t HooftHooft operator)operator)

•• Non Non susysusy

Interesting set of Interesting set of vacuavacua M2 M2 !! M5 on SM5 on S33

M2 ending on M5M2 ending on M5

GomisGomis, Rodriguez, Rodriguez--Gomez, Van Gomez, Van RaamsdonkRaamsdonk, , VerlindeVerlinde. . 

BasuBasu, Harvey, Harvey

some puzzlessome puzzles

HanakiHanaki, Lin. , Lin. TerashimaTerashima..

HosomichiHosomichi, (Lee), (Lee)33 , Park, Park

JefferisJefferis, , TomasielloTomasiello. . MartelliMartelli, Sparks. , Sparks. 

HananyHanany, , ZaffaroniZaffaroni..

OoguriOoguri, Park, Park

AhnAhn, , BennaBenna KlebanovKlebanov KloseKlose SmedbackSmedback

ArmoniArmoni NavqiNavqi GiveonGiveon KutasovKutasov

ConclusionsConclusions

• Presented an  !"=6 conformal Chern

Simons Matter theory

• Has a discrete parameter, k, that allows us 

to go to weak coupling.

• At strong coupling, k=1,2, the theory has 

enhanced symmetry

• There is an interesting (and possibly 

integrable) ‘t Hooft limit
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FutureFuture

•• Understand better the Understand better the ‘‘t t HooftHooft operators. operators. 

Develop techniques for seeing and exploiting the Develop techniques for seeing and exploiting the 

appearance of symmetries at strong coupling. appearance of symmetries at strong coupling. 

•• IntegrabilityIntegrability??

•• More general AdSMore general AdS4 4 vacuavacua. . 

•• Condensed matter applications ?Condensed matter applications ?
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